How can I -- or really all of society
possibly survive this AI/automation
revolution? Isn't unemployment going
to skyrocket?

Personally, you should get a
profession where humans still excel
against machines. Machines are a ways
off fROm having creative Intelligence

This includes a variety of fields
like engineering, software
development, graphics design,
biological science, and fashion
design. Basically the less
repetitive and the more
brain-engaging the work is,
the better.

Society should reduce
working hours and share
the workload so there
is less unemployment.
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At the start of the
industrial revolution in the
late 1700's people worked
70 hour weeks. Look how it's
changed since then...
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In the 1960's, the creators of
The Jetsons cartoon looked at
this graph and extrapolated to
the year 2062 that people
would only work 3 day work
weeks for 3 hours each.
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Today, France has 35 hour
work weeks and Norway has
32 hour work weeks. Both
countries have greater
productivity per man hour
than the US. So my advice
to human society is to
bring forth the Jetson's
economy!
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Work less, spend more time with
your friends & family, follow
creative and philosophical
pursuits, and find hobbies you
enjoy! After all, isn't technology
supposed to make our lives
better?

Wait, hold on.
what’d you
say?

